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The goat was called ‘Motin,’ she didn’t have horns, 
she smelled like ferns, she had golden eyes and she licked my hands.

Hands to reveal identity and hands to conceal it
a rapid touch a thwacking smack a brush with tenderness
hands to do the touching and be touched
active and passive reaching and reached for
on a reiki bed or a bed of coals set ablaze for tradition
wiping them on dungarees slathering oil and adding herbs
hands to cure hands to kill hands to break and hands to bond 

looking for a diadem I found these
these spheres and baubles of
libidinal excess
tongue tip to nipple round
there is a point that is no point
in the womb shapes become forms
take to wood take to glass
every protuberance leads to something else 
yes, something else protruding
be it fear or idleness or the risk of
    inopportune love

Need and boredom
being the only true real reasons to do anything at all
take up new materials, feel in the darkness
swap this for that and that for this
saint Simon says and so shall follow
gnawing on a pencil orality takes center
all emotion through hand moves to mouth back up to eye
to look at the plan is to thus imagine the execution 
should it occur or not occur
should it unfold or remain folded
secretly they tell you which colors to use
secretly you know the human body contains them all
when green takes over flesh
when an unexpected transparency becomes
opaque in the waiting
time takes its time to tell

Used Things
Things tire like gestures,
slow. to buy something and use it
is a gesture, like a breath.
used things are like breathed breaths,
they are consumed, they cannot 
be used a second time. they are things
that have happened, and that which has happened, beautiful
or ugly as it is, doesn’t change doesn’t repeat.
Used things get bought again,
they are breathed again
wrapped up again in cellophane;
aren’t washed, like a breath isn’t washed,
after the first use they lose
opacity
and don’t get old or die, but simply,
they are used.
  —Carlo Bordini

Question: And the most tiring thing? 
Response: Being tired of being tired, a price known only by those who pay it. The mountains to 
carry up mountains: Sisyphus!
The eternal: ‘I’m coming too’ ‘No, not you!’
Monstrous physical effort.
Doors in your face and dozens of fattened toads.
The tiredness that makes you ugly like a beast, sordid, unjust: lying down on the ground like a 
hunted, exhausted animal.
But not being able to do without it.
Look, this is sculpture for a woman doing sculpture.

it is the work that grants the vision
never the other way around
the hand not moving will see nothing
the hand moving the pen
to paper allows the light in

newness as a male obsession and so one asks
‘what’s better than newness?’ and it’s love over and over
to fall in love to make work to then love that work borne of love
and the power and the agency gained from love
to be grateful to fall in love over and over again
and a blond Irish poet Patrick, who I was in love with.

I think in part that I owe it [pleasure in using my hands] to my mountain upbringing: weaving
baskets, whittling bowls and clogs out of wood, kitchen utensils, seeing a wall grow stone by 
stone chosen out of a heap of stones with a careful eye, and silkworms constructing perfect 
cocoons of gold, making vats for wine, repairing a doll’s arm or the hoof of a calf, always, it 
was everything with the hands and an essentialness of movements, of behaviors and of logic.

sitting on the bench eating apples and yogurt and watching the sun come up and then down
promises were made and kept, just in ways few people imagined
when I think of you looking at me it becomes less and less certain what it is you see

it began as a game: lay your full weight on me, empty me of this air
it ended as a game, bruised and sordid 

You who are about to read these wanton games of disheveled song,
see aside the disdain appropriate to a man of Latium.
It is not Phoebus Apollo’s sister Diana who inhabits this shrine, nor is it Vesta,
nor the goddess born from the head of her father Minerva, 
but the ruddy guardian of gardens, better endowed than normal, 
whose loins are not covered up by any clothing.
Therefore, either pull the tunic over the part that must be covered, 
or read these lines with the same eyes you use to gaze at this cock. (Carmina Priapea 1) 

Always an amazement how these same eyes have been here and there and there 
and there—should the mind be unveiled in all its dissonance, 
could we still speak? Speaking here is not the goal, no. 
Presence is found in the listening.

In the Alps
Where goes this wandering blue,
This horizon that covers us without a murmur?
Let old lands speak their speech,
Let tarnished canopies protect us.

Where after the wars, the peaceable lions,
The forests resting from their struggle,
The streams with loads upon their icy backs,
Is this a reason for happiness,
That one speaks after such a long time,
That the hand one holds leads one far away?

Is this a fairy tale then?
This new-discovered place where one can dream
Of tigers with fair hair and houses whose hearths
Are tended by knights lingering there?

Riding down to Venice on borrowed horses
The air is freed of our crimes,
Lovers meet in the inns of our fathers
And everywhere after dusk the day follows.
  — Barbara Guest

I love friendship.
I love cooking. 
I love cards.
I read mysteries, Poetry, the Lives of the Saints and Magic.
The most beautiful compliment received: from a little boy called Tommaso ‘Dad says you’re a 
witch, but it isn’t true, I swear, you’re magic!’
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